Module 1: Introduction to the Course. Includes instruction on the following: Javelin Weapon System, the CLU, Javelin rounds, operations, and the capabilities and features of the system.

Module 2: Safety. Includes instruction on the following: Backblast area, round handling and care, doctrine fighting positions, and risk management and mitigation.

Module 3: Controls and Operation. Includes instruction on the following: Controls and indicators, CLU status and display indicators, preparation for firing, firing positions, restore to carrying configuration, and carrying techniques.

Module 4: Tactical Considerations. Includes instruction on the following: Tactical role and fundamentals, defense, advanced fighting positions, tactical operations, and target engagement techniques.

Module 5: Standard Range Card. Includes instruction on the following: Prepping a range card, sector sketch, general procedures, and field expedient card.

Module 6: Warning Indicators and Malfunctions.

Module 7: Training Program. This modified module will conduct testing to check gunner’s knowledge.